Supplementary Media Release – Sydney Gay
and Lesbian Mardi Gras 2023 Parade
Background
You have been sent a copy of this Supplementary Media Release because you have agreed to the
Entrant Terms and Conditions (Parade-Entrant-Application-Terms-and-Conditions) participate in the
Sydney Gay and Lesbian Mardi Gras (mardigras.org) 2023 Parade.
The Parade will be recorded for broadcast on television and online web stream by the official SGLMG
broadcast partner, as well as photographed by SGLMG and various media outlets. By participating in the
Parade, Entrants constitutes permission to SGLMG, official broadcast/media partners to photograph, film,
tape and transmit any elements from the Parade entry, including but not limited to participants,
messaging, and signage.
Parade Groups -The successful Applicant and subsequent Float Marshalls are responsible for notifying
Participants that they may be filmed or photographed for broadcast use, or for later promotional use by
SGLMG or SGLMG’s approved agents. SGLMG reserves the right to use the footage in any form and at
its own discretion with no time limit or additional approvals required.
In addition to the Terms and Conditions, SGLMG requires you to execute this Supplementary Release
document which will be a binding as between you and the SGLMG.
Release
I, [name]:

of [home address]
Postcode

Telephone:

Email:

acknowledge and agree that:
1.

during the Parade, I will not live-stream audio-visual material of more than twenty (20) minutes aggregate
in duration, from my float via fixed camera, to my social media account;

2.

any commercial music submitted to SGLMG under clause 6.5 of the Entrant Terms and Conditions must
be from within the APRA AMCOS and PPCA catalogue. Any music submitted by you that is not within
this catalogue may be rejected by the SGLMG; and

3.

to the extent that there is any inconsistency between the Entrant Terms and Conditions and this
Supplementary Applicant release, the latter will prevail.

4.

The Parade will be recorded for broadcast on television and online web stream by the official SGLMG
broadcast partner, as well as photographed by SGLMG and various media outlets. By participating in the
Parade, Entrants constitutes permission to SGLMG, official broadcast/media partners to photograph,
film, tape and transmit any elements from the Parade entry, including but not limited to participants,
messaging, and signage.

Signed by the Participant:
____________________________________
Signature of Participant
____________________________________
Name
____________________________________
Date

1

